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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I agree with Andre, There is a real sense with both corporates and banks that we’ll either be part of the future technology game, or we’ll not be part of the future economy game at all.And today we have global Corporates, incl. Europe-leading MNCs, working with us to digitise simpler parts of the trade finance process in order to streamline operations and make them more sustainable, to make information accessible, to lower costs and ultimately reduce trade risk.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online platform for corporates and banks to access counterparties in funding and heding the risk of trade transactions.
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Presentation Notes
Our clients include multinational corporations engineering and manifacturing industrial machinery in the energy, metals and transport space. These are European champions from the Nordics, Continental and Southern Europe, with operations and buyers spanning all over the globe. They are using Mitigram typically to request pricing and availability from their banks/ insurance providers/ credit export agencies on both contingent as well as funded products. 
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Presentation Notes
Leading Nordic Multi National Corporations from the telecom sector and exporting globally. They have adopted  Mitigram to support the operations of what are often highly centralised and efficient treasury functions, for requesting LCs confirmation/ discounting for export transactions to emerging markets (incl. Africa, South East Asia and LatAM) as well as for guarantees. Their Credit Management function is also using Mitigram to run large quarterly trade receivables sale and purchase programs under their bank-negotiated MRPA.Typically that may involve 5-40 banks in such communication. 
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Eurpoean MNCs that are world-leaders in technology and R&D, in the field of plant engineering and renewable energy. Use mitigram mainly for their requests of gurantees issuances ((bid bonds, performance bonds, advance payment bonds, both direct as well as indirect where a local reissuance is required), as well as to buy risk mitigation or outright sell risk. 
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Originators and sellers of commodities incl. amongs the world’s largest traders in crude oil. These are often Geneva based, and have rolled out Mitigram’s use from Europe across their global operations. Use Mitigram very much to buy risk mitigation as well as to fund trades under LCs/ bank and/ or corporate guarantees or on open account. Might have 50-100 users on the platform at any one time, and more expanded networks of 100+ banks from all around the word.  



>$14Bn in Trade Flows// >2000 transactions// 100+ Countries// 500+ Financial Institutions 

Pricing the risk of trade
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Presentation Notes
We help those corporations and global traders price the risk of trade. Today we have a network of over 50 registered banks onto the platform. This includes most of the world largest banks in trade as well as strong regional banks from Africa, Middle and Asia.  This is constantly explanding, as any bank can be accessed via the platform through an email integrated solution. 



- CHART TO BE UPDATED -

$14,000,000,000+ in value
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Presentation Notes
Tracking $0.5/1bn trade flows/ monthNumber is accelerating – expecting doubling run-rate by year-end



Mitigram supports network creation and expansion for corporates and financial institutions, 

comprehensive automated quotation workflows, codified audit trail, analytics on asset 

pricing and activity data across the following trade finance instruments:

1. Import LC

2. Export LC

3. Guarantees

4. Import SBLC

5. Export SBLC

6. Avalised Drafts

7. Receivables

Platform requires no installation or integration.

The platform
Mitigram provides instant global coverage
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Presentation Notes
The mitigram platform provides those institutions full global access.This is true both across the corporate existing banking network, as well as accessing new FIs via what we call the “Open Market” functionality, whereby corporate establish a  connection and transact with Fis with whom they do not already have an established relation, and where FIs who wish to be available for such requests can publish their risk appetite and credit rating.  System is completely browser based. No implementation/ integration is required. All actions on the platform are fully auditable, thus improving transparency and compliance. 



The Mitigram system is hosted in a secure, 

redundant server and infrastructure 

environment, using industry standard 

protective measures (ISO 27001) to ensure 

confidentially and availability of your data at 

all times.

CONNECTIVITY
Fully redundant IP network connections with 
Tier 1 Internet access providers.

FIREWALL
Connections made by http are automatically 
redirected to https, ensuring all customer traffic 
is always encrypted.

INTRUSION DETECTION
24/7 SoC monitored IDS detects interference or 
access from outside intruders.

ACCESS CONTROL
Role-based access is enforced for systems 
management by authorized engineering staff.

A closed loop pricing and communication platform
System Security
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Presentation Notes
We always get asked about who owns the data on the platform and how secure it is given corporates and banks are exchanging very sensitive information around the nature of their commercial activities, the pricing of transactions, maybe attaching. sales/ financial contracts through the system etc. And the answer is that from the very start as a fintech that was born by selling to amongst the largest/ highest rated banks and corporates in the world we have had to build our platform according to the highest standards of information security and compliance, on par with the banks. Like the banks we are ISO 27001 compliant, our CIO shivers every time clouds are mentioned as all of our information is stored in physical servers in a nuclear bunker outside stockholm, with 24/7 intrucion detection/ strict access control procedures in place. Much safer then sending such informaiton via email on the world wide web...
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Presentation Notes
Information exchange is structured around the RFQ which is standardised for each of the TF products supported – what you see here is a distilled view but a lot of key information has been captured and speficied to ensure banks quotations and total costs calculations are truely comparable, documents can be exchanged and communication facilitated via chats. There is an awful lot of chat going on as this is still fundamentally relationship banking and that’s not going to change in our view. Not a static platform, our clients as very much leaders in defiing new developments areas. 
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RFQs are sent to and received by all counterparties instantly. Communication is private and closed loop, corporates choose which banks to invite and any point, they sees all banks quotations but banks only see their own response. 
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The analytics and transaction data which such standardisation allows are unrivelled, for the first time we believe enabling a comprehensive review of markets and performance in the trade finance space. Corporates can see average price of confirmation/ issuance/ reissuance/ risk cover/ discounting across markets and local issuers/ buyers. The platform can be used on a preliminary request basis, even before the transaction materialises and without committing the corporate to a trade just to check pricing in the negotiating of a commercial agreement with a buyer. The analytics can show allocation of business across banks and banks’ success rates. Increasingly matchmaking algorythms furthermore will be able to help corporates identify ”who has the best pricing for the risk given rating constraints”Banks on the other hand can see average market pricing benchmarks and competitiveness ranking, reasons for decline, issues they might have with KYC on speficic names/ banks/ customers etc.. Banks can also see where volumes are traded and what potential revenues pool they are missing out on because of lack of responsiveness/ capacity. These are effectively multi-trilliion $ markets that today run on emails and spreadsheets, with lots of inefficiencies and risk.  



65% at 7+ Banks
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Clients join us for better operational efficiency, better data, and better compliance, but also critically because through the adoption of Mitigram they have seen several bps of price reduction across the entirety of their TF operations (if you are running a multi-billion dollars trades portfolio every year, this means million $ of potential savings with no implementation required. You can be live in a few hours if you are fast!). And this goes straight to reducing their cost of sales even for some of the largest global corporations, that already get the best deals from their banks.When looking at aggregate marketplace data we can clearly see that when inviting 1-2 banks the best offer received is on average 15%-40% higher than the median pricing recorded on the marketplace. When 6-7 banks are invited on the other hand the best offer received is 30-35% below median pricing, with the reduction tailing off beyond that point. 
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